
 

 

Game #1: Monopoly 

Objective: To get all the crystals from the other player(s) 

Pieces used: 6 sided die, pawns, houses & the treasure chest cards. 

Set up: Use a dry-erase marker to write 1) ‘start’ in the square on the top 

left-hand corner 2) arrows that go from one row to the next 3) an arrow that 

goes from the last square to the first. Refer to the diagram. Each player gets 

10 crystals (colors don’t matter) and places them on their treasure chest 

card. The other 4 crystals are placed in a pile called ‘bank.’ The houses are 

placed next to the bank. 

Game: Start by rolling the die and using your game piece to go the 

corresponding number of squares. You say out loud the name of the picture 

on the square you land on.  

 If there is no house on that square you may pay the bank 2 crystals and set up one of 

your color houses. 

 If you land on a square that already has a house you pay the owner of that house 1 

crystal. 

 If there are multiple houses on that square you pay the owner one crystal per house.  

 You cannot build a house on a square that already has a house from another player.  

 You can only build one house per turn.  

 If you land a second time on a square where you already have a house you can build 

another one.  

 Every time you pass start you get 2 crystals from the bank.  

 If there are no crystals in the bank you get nothing.  

 The game is won when one player gets all the crystals. 

 Every time you land on a square you say the name of that picture out loud. 

Note: This game takes quite long. For a shorter version of this game you can make a time limit 

and then count up who has the most crystals. 
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Game #2: Monopoly Short 

Objective: To get all the crystals from the other player 

Pieces used: 6 sided die, pawns, houses & the treasure chest cards. 

Set up: Use a dry-erase marker to write 1) ‘start’ in the square on the top 

left-hand corner 2) arrows that go from one row to the next 3) an arrow 

that goes from the last square to the first. Refer to the diagram. Each 

player gets the 12 crystals matching his pawn and places them on his 

treasure chest card 

Game: Start by rolling the die and using your game piece to go the 

corresponding number of squares. You say out loud the name of the 

picture on the square you land on.  

 If there is a house on that square you pay the owner of that house 

1 crystal per house 

 You can always build a house regardless if there is already a house by another player 

 Houses do not cost crystals 

 You always have to pay with your color crystal (not with the ones you get from the other 

player) 

 You can only build one house per turn 

 If you land on a square that has houses from another player you have to pay 1 crystal 

per house even if you also have houses on that square 

 The game is won when a player gets all the original crystals from the other player, i.e., if 

the orange player gets all the green crystals he won the game (even if the green player 

still has orange crystals.) 

 Every time you land on a square you say the name of that picture out loud. 

 

Game #3: Monopoly Quick and Easy 

Objective: To get the most crystals in one pass through the board 

Pieces used: 6 sided die, pawns, treasure chest cards, houses & crystals 

Set up: Use a dry-erase marker to write 1) ‘start’ in the square on the top 

left-hand corner 2) arrows that go from one row to the next. Refer to the 

diagram. Each player gets the 12 crystals matching his pawn and places 

them on his treasure chest card. Each player also gets 12 houses of his 

color and places them wherever she wants on the board. There can be 

several houses on one square. 

Game: Start by rolling the die and using your game piece to go the 

corresponding number of squares. You then say out loud the name of the 

picture on that square.  
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 If there is a house on that square you pay the owner of that house 1 crystal per house 

 If you land on a square that has houses from another player you have to pay 1 crystal 

per house even if you also have houses on that square 

 When a player reaches the end square she waits there and does not play until the other 

player reaches the end 

 When both players reached the end, the one who has the most crystals has won that 

round 

 Every time you land on a square you say the name of that picture out loud. 

To play another round you divide the crystals again and redistribute the houses as you wish. You 

can keep track of the rounds won by giving a token to the winner after each round. 

 

Game #4: Tetris 

Objective: To be the first to get to the second goal. 

Pieces used: pawns and Tetris cards. 

Names of the Tetris shapes:  is an L,  is an O, is a s, is a Z,  is an I,  is a 

J. 

Set up: Take a dry erase marker and mark the top left hand square and the 

bottom right hand square. These squares are the goals. Each player gets a 

pawn and places it on either goal. 

Game: You start by picking a card. You then move you 

pawn corresponding to the red squares in the Tetris 

shape. You can turn the shape around any way but not 

invert it. For example, using this diagram to the left, if you 

are on square 1 and you got an O you can only go to 

square 5. But if you are on square 5 and get an O you can 

go to squares 1,3,7 & 9. If you are on square 8 and you get 

an L you can only go to square 1. If you get the I when you are in the middle 

two rows you are out of the game because you cannot go the required shape. TIP: always turn 

the Tetris card the way you want to go, to make sure it is a legitimate match. The player who 

first reaches the second goal has won that round. You can keep track of the rounds won by 

giving a token to the winner after each round. 

 

Game #5: Token Tetris  

Objective: To be the first one to clear all the tokens from the board 

Pieces used: pawns, Tetris cards and tokens 
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Set up: Each player gets one HASHY! sheet, a pawn and tokens. Place one token on each square 

on the board. Each player can choose a square to place their pawn on.  

Game: This game is similar to the Tetris game, but instead of trying to reach a certain spot you 

now remove the token on each square you land on. When a player has removed all tokens he 

has won the game. You start by picking a card. You then must move you pawn the in a way that 

is corresponding to the red squares in the Tetris shape. You can turn the 

shape around anyway but not invert it. For example, using this diagram to the 

left, if you are on square 1 and you got an O you can only go to square 5. But 

if you are on square 5 and get an O you can go to squares 1,3,7 & 9. If you are 

on square 8 and you get an L you can only go to square 3. If you get the I 

when you are in the middle two rows you lose that turn because you have 

nowhere to go the required shape. 

Game #6: Bingo 

Objective: To be the first one to put tokens on a complete line. Can be vertically, horizontally or 

diagonally. 

Pieces used: 12 sided die (or 2 regular dice) & the tokens 

Set up: You and the client both take a HASHY! sheet. (It is recommended that you take the 

HASHY! sheet that will be worked on next. For example, if the child is now working on /s/ in the 

initial position, you should take the /s/ in the final position HASHY! sheet.) Using a dry-erase 

marker write numbers 1-12 on each sheet, one number per picture. Take the tokens and give 

one color to your client and keep one for yourself. 

Game: Start by rolling the die. Say the name of the corresponding picture and then place one of 

your token on the picture. Take turns doing the same. Once a player has a full line (Can be 

horizontally [4 tokens] vertically [5 tokens] or diagonally [4 tokens]) she calls out ‘Bingo!’ and 

has won that round. 

Game #7: Ognib! 

 Objective: To be the first to remove all tokens from the HASHY! sheet. 

 Pieces used: 12 sided die (or 2 regular dice) & 10 tokens (5 of each color) 

Set up: Same as Bingo except that each player only takes 5 tokens. You and the client both get a 

HASHY! sheet. (It is recommended that you take the HASHY! sheet that will be worked on next. 

For example, if the child is now working on /s/ in the initial position, you should take the /s/ in 

the final position HASHY! sheet.) Using a dry-erase marker write numbers 1-12 on each sheet, 

one number per picture. Take the tokens and give five tokens to your client and keep five for 

yourself. 

Game: This game is basically Bingo in reverse. Each player starts by choosing a row and placing a 

token on each picture in that row. The row can be horizontal, diagonal or vertical. You then roll 

the die and say the name of the corresponding picture. If there is a token on that picture you 
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can remove it. Once all tokens have been removed you shout ‘Ognib!’ the first to shout Ognib 

has won that round. This game takes substantially longer than Bingo. 

 

Game #8: Bingo Blackout 

Objective: To be the first to put tokens on the entire sheet within ten minutes.  

Pieces used: 12 sided die and the tokens 

Set up: Same as Bingo. You and the client both get a HASHY! sheet. (It is recommended that the 

clinician takes the HASHY! sheet that will be worked on next. For example, if the child is now 

working on /s/ in the initial position, the clinician should take the /s/ in the final position HASHY! 

sheet.) Take a dry-erase marker and write numbers 1-12 on each sheet, one number per picture. 

Then each takes 12 tokens. 

Game: Similar to Bingo but you have to fill the entire sheet before shouting Bingo! Start by 

rolling the die. Say the name of the corresponding picture and then place one of your tokens on 

the picture. Take turns doing the same. Once a player has filled the entire sheet she calls out 

‘Bingo!’ and has won that round. 

 

Game #9: Crystal hunt 

Objective: To be the first to gather all your crystals to your treasure chest. 

Pieces used: 6 sided die, the crystals & the treasure chest cards 

Set up: Use a dry-erase marker to write 1) ‘start’ in the square on the top 

left-hand corner 2) ‘end’ in the square at the bottom left-hand corner 3) 

arrows that go from one row to the next. Refer to the diagram. Place the 

12 green crystals and the 12 orange crystals in two separate piles near the 

start square. Each player is assigned one pile of crystals. Take the treasure 

chest cards and place them next to the ‘end’ square. 

Game: You roll the die the take one crystal from your pile and ‘walk’ with it 

the corresponding number of squares. Place your crystal on that square 

and say the name out loud. You have now finished your turn. When you 

reach the end of the sheet you can place that crystal on your treasure chest 

card. On your next turn you start with the next crystal. The first one to get all crystals to treasure 

chest has won the game. 
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Game 10: Chutes & ladders 

Objective: To be the first to reach the ‘end’ square. 

Pieces used: 6 sided die and 2 or 3 pawns. 

Set up: Use a dry-erase marker to write 1) ‘start’ in the square on the bottom 

left-hand corner 2) ‘end’ in the square at the top left-hand corner 3) a line 

that shows the path 4) some (red) chutes 5) some (blue) ladders. Refer to the 

diagram. Place the pawns in the ‘start’ square. Each player is assigned one 

pawn. 

Game: You roll the die and ‘walk’ your pawn the corresponding number of 

squares. If it lands on a square that has a ladder you can go up the ladder. If it 

lands on a square that has a chute you go down the chute. Whenever you 

land on a picture you say the name of that picture out loud. The first one to 

get his pawn to the ‘end’ square has won that round. 

 

 

 

Don’t limit yourself to the games I have come up with, be creative. If you 

come up with a good game please share it with the community by sending an 

email to YiddishSLP@gmail.com 

 

Thanks for using a YiddishSLP product! 

mailto:YiddishSLP@gmail.com

